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ScreenHunter 7 Free, Plus & Pro
© 2022 Wisdom Software Inc. All rights reserved.

Powerful all-in-one screen capture and screen recording software
Beyond flexible screen capture, ScreenHunter 7 is a complete solution
for image editing and taking unlimited high-quality MP4 videos.
With an extensive lineup of features, ScreenHunter offers efficiency
with the flexibility that you want. The user interface is extremely easyto-use, unique, and responsive.
Never lose what you see with ScreenHunter.

KEY FEATURES
Powerful
With 64-bit power, capture 8K resolution multiple monitor
screenshots, and 4K screen videos. Plus, capture images while
recording.

Large mouse pointer
ScreenHunter is the only
screen capture software
that captures and records
large cursors on Windows
10.
High quality & productivity
With DirectX, it saves quality MP4 files with no limit. Perfect for
recording online movies & courses, YouTube, and Zoom videos.

Flexible webcam support
Record webcam, microphone, and desktop simultaneously. Draw
freely on-screen before capturing, or during recording.

Image Editor for the rest of us
Feature-rich editing with an intuitive interface, like adding arrows
and transparency.

Download free and have fun today!
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AutoScreenRecorder 5
© 2022 Wisdom Software Inc. All rights reserved.

Best Image Quality Screen Recorder, Video Trimmer, Converter, and Resizer!
Do you want to record your screen in its original quality
with no loss? AutoScreenRecorder is a zero-loss screen
recorder.
It bundles with a lossless codec with zero-loss
compression. It also comes with a fast and full-fledged
video trimmer, converter, & resizer.
With an intuitive user interface, AutoScreenRecorder 5
brings high-quality recording to you with ease.

KEY FEATURES
Unlimited AVI File Size
Video files saved to AVI (version 2) format with no size limit.

Highest Video Quality
Wisdom-Soft Lossless Codec is bundled to record with zero
loss of image quality!

Video Converter, Trimmer and Resizer
Convert your video to any major video format. One-click to do trimming,
conversion, and resizing at the same time. With a handy selection slider,
you can choose any part of the video to save.

Only Record Changes
It can only record changes on the screen that will make the AVI file a
whole lot smaller.

Record Everything
It records large cursors, covered windows, runs scheduled tasks, and more...

Extract Audio, Animated GIF
You may extract sound from a video to a MP3 or WAV file with a single click, Or,
save any part to an animated GIF.

AutoScreenRecorder 5 bundles with Wisdom-Soft Media Player and Wisdom-Soft Lossless Codec.
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MotionStudio 4
© 2020 Wisdom Software Inc. All rights reserved.

An Easy-to-use Authoring Tool to Create Interactive Animation EXEs.
MotionStudio 4 combines image, sound, interactivity, and animation for you
to create stand-alone, royalty-free, executable files. It is an ideal solution for
creating slideshows, interactive and animated stories, or just 'pictures to
EXE' for your auto-run CD-ROM.
With MotionStudio 4, you can create scalable, vector-based drawing objects
as well as adding photos and pictures. With an array of time-saving
productivity tools, adding interactive actions and animation is simple.

KEY FEATURES
Easy to use, create exactly what you want
royalty-free, stand-alone interactive EXE
MotionStudio combines drawing, painting and
animation in one program to save your time and
get your job done fast.

High productivity, time saving animation
features
MotionStudio offers 64 built-in object animation
combinations, and a freehand animation to draw
any animation path. With 48 built-in visual effects,
including fade and dissolve, it's just a few clicks,
your animation is done. You can create your own
library of objects and reuse them in any other
MotionStudio file just drag & drop. Background is a new layer to be used to appear in all frames.

Easy-to-add library of objects
All drawing objects can be translucent, and all images can have true transparency or adjustable opacity to blend
in.
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MotionGIF 4
© 2020 Wisdom Software Inc. All rights reserved.

Easy and Feature-rich GIF Animator for Web Animation!
The easiest way to make animated GIF files for your website with
this all-in-one animated GIF creator!
MotionGIF 4 has a user-friendly interface. With an array of built-in
features, you can create great-looking animated GIF files in no time.
With the new version, you can create scalable, vector-based
drawing objects as well as adding photos and pictures.
Loaded with time-saving productivity tools, animation creation is
just a few clicks away.

KEY FEATURES
Easy to use, create fast GIF animation
MotionGIF combines drawing, painting and animation in one easyto-use program to save your time and get your job done with a
minimum cost.

High productivity & animation features
With 48 built-in visual effects, including fade and dissolve, it's just a
few clicks, your animation is done. GIF transparent color is also
supported!
You can create your own library of objects and reuse them in any
other MotionGIF file just drag & drop. Background is a new layer to
be used to appear in all frames.

Easy-to-add effects
All drawing objects can be translucent, and all images can have true
transparency or adjustable opacity to blend in.
Text quality is also improved and as well the enhanced image editor
provides many image processing features.

